SHOWCASE AWARDS

ALBERTA STORY

GOLD
Slavery and the Making of Alberta The Sprawl
WRITER Bertrand Bickersteth

SILVER
Kenney vs. Campgrounds Alberta Views
WRITER Annalise Klingbeil

FINALISTS
Becoming Mr. Parker ATA Magazine
WRITER Andrew Parker

Born in Alberta Culinaire
WRITER Elizabeth Chorney-Booth

Cracks in the Culture of Conformity Alberta Views WRITER Tadzio Richards

How Sam Prochazka Got His Sleep Back EDify
WRITER Omar Mouallem

I Don’t Want to Give Up on You, Alberta The Sprawl COMICS ARTIST Sam Hester

The New Normal EDify WRITER Cory Schachtel

Ways of Teaching arch WRITER Marcello Di Cintio EDITOR Jacque Moore

ART DIRECTION SINGLE ISSUE

GOLD
The Life of Ryan EDify ART DIRECTOR Kim Larson

SILVER
The Innovation Issue June 2021 Avenue CREATIVE DIRECTOR Steve Collins

FINALISTS
April May 2021 Canadian Cowboy Country ART DIRECTOR Zuzana Benesova

Sprawlzine: The Election Almanac The Sprawl ART DIRECTORS Slugger Studio: Chris Pecora, Cam Hoff

Spring 2021 New Trail ART DIRECTOR Marcey Andrews

COVER

GOLD
Fall into Fashion September 2021 Avenue
CREATIVE DIRECTOR Steve Collins
PHOTOGRAPHER Jared Sych
STYLIST Kara Chomistek

SILVER
Spring 2021 New Trail ART DIRECTOR Marcey Andrews ILLUSTRATOR Dan Page EDITORS Lisa Cook, Karen Sherlock

FINALISTS
High Rollers EDify ART DIRECTOR Kim Larson PHOTOGRAPHER Aaron Pedersen

January-February 2021 Alberta Views ART DIRECTOR Beate Wichmann

January-March 2021 WestWord DESIGNER Jason Scheibelhofer EDITOR Raymond Gariepy

June 2021 Culinaire DESIGNER Kendra Roberts PHOTOGRAPHER Rebecca Lippiatt

May 2021 Alberta Views ART DIRECTOR Beate Wichmann PHOTOGRAPHER Marco Luciano

The Innovation Issue June 2021 Avenue CREATIVE DIRECTOR Steve Collins PHOTOGRAPHER Jared Sych

The Life of Ryan EDify ART DIRECTOR Kim Larson PHOTOGRAPHER Curtis Comeau

Volume 31, Number 3 On Spec ILLUSTRATOR Dan O’Driscoll

DIGITAL PRESENCE:
WEBSITE OR SPECIAL FEATURE

GOLD
The Tomato food & drink Website Refresh thetomato.ca EDITOR Mary Bailey WEB Gunner Blodgett DESIGNER Jan Thalheimer
**SILVER**
Website Galleries West  EDITOR Portia Priegert
PUBLISHER Tom Tait

**FINALISTS**
Charlene Vickers Video Galleries West  WRITER, EDITOR, VIDEOGRAPHER Mark Mushet
Emily Hermant Video Galleries West  WRITER, EDITOR, VIDEOGRAPHER Mark Mushet
Nancy Boyd Video Galleries West  WRITER, EDITOR, VIDEOGRAPHER Mark Mushet

Website techlifetoday.ca
EDITORS Scott Messenger, Bryan Alary
EDITORIAL CONSULTANT Sherri Krastel
CONTRIBUTORS Scott Messenger, Bryan Alary, Nicole Graham, Katie McLaughlin, Joyce Yu

**EDITORIAL PACKAGE**
**GOLD**
Strength, Resilience, Courage: Black Teachers Share their Stories ATA Magazine
GUEST EDITORS AND WRITERS
Gail-Ann Wilson, Andrew Parker
WRITERS Sarah Adomako-Ansah, Rosalind Smith, Jennifer Kelly, Maxine Hackett

**SILVER**
Sprawlzine: The Election Almanac The Sprawl
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF Jeremy Klaszus
EDMONTON EDITOR Hamdi Issawi
ASSOCIATE EDITOR Miranda Martini
WRITERS Emily Riddle, Anmarie Bailey, Hamdi Issawi, Jeremy Klaszus, Jeremy Appel, Miranda Martini ILLUSTRATORS Sikapinakii Low Horn, Amanda Schutz, Kat Simmers
COMICS ARTIST Sam Hester
CROSSWORD DESIGNER Len Dueck
PHOTOGRAPHER Paula Kirman
DESIGNERS Chris Pecora, Cam Hoff

**FINALISTS**
Clinical Trials 101 Leap
MANAGING EDITOR Meredith Bailey
ART DIRECTOR Veronica Cowan
WRITERS Shannon Basaraba, Elizabeth Chorney-Booth, Jennifer Friesen, Nathan Kunz, Karin Olafson PHOTOGRAPHERS Jason Dziver, John Ulan

For Those About to Run, We Salute You EDify
EDITOR Steven Sandor
ART DIRECTOR Kim Larson
PHOTOGRAPHER Aaron Pedersen
ASSISTANT EDITOR Cory Schachtel
WRITERS Caroline Barlott, Eliza Barlow, Michael Ganley, Tom Ndekezi, Tim Querengesser
EDITORIAL INTERN Katrina Turchin

Habitat & Grasslands Conservation
Canadian Cowboy Country EDITOR Terri Mason
WRITERS Ian Cook, Dylan Biggs, Sid Marty

How to Do Everything Wider Horizons
DESIGNER Dana Woodward
ILLUSTRATOR Isa Rodrigues
WRITERS Lisa Kozleski, Dawn Sugimoto, Jeremy Franchuk

Innovation, Actually Avenue
EDITOR Käthe Lemon
WRITERS Shelley Arnusch, Colin Gallant, Ernest Granson, Tsering Asha Leba, Travis Klemp, Michaela Ream

The Rural Issue Alberta Views
PHOTOGRAPHER Dana Prediger
ART DIRECTOR Beate Wichmann
EDITOR Evan Osenton WRITERS Clark Banack, Robbie Jeffrey, Mary Beckie, Herb Emery, Evan Osenton, Tadzio Richards

The Future of Food Starts Now New Trail
EDITOR Mifi Purvis ILLUSTRATOR Hudson Christie
WRITERS Therese Kehler, Lisa Szabo, Alexis Kienlen

Who is ‘Us,’ Anyway? New Trail
EDITOR Mifi Purvis  ART DIRECTOR Marcey Andrews
ILLUSTRATOR Byron Eggenschwiler
WRITERS Kate Black, Jennifer Allford, Anna Holtby, Jenna C. Hoff, Anna Marie Sewell

**EMERGING WRITER**
**GOLD**
Mentorship as Social Sculpture Galleries West
WRITER Megan Klak

**SILVER**
A Moving Story EDify
WRITER Katrina Turchin
ESSAY
GOLD
From Dismissed to Disposable Alberta Views
WRITER Clem Martini

SILVER
You Can’t Rebuild a Mountain
Canadian Cowboy Country
WRITER Sid Marty

FINALISTS
A Changed World Alberta Views
WRITER Jackie Flanagan

Becoming Human filling Station
WRITER River Kozhar

Humanizing Our Muslim History and Future
WestWord
WRITER Omar Mouallem

I’ll Have What He’s Having filling Station
WRITER Kim Spencer

Legacy of a Knowledge Keeper Avenue
WRITER Stephanie Joe

Letters from a Calgary Sidewalk at Night
filling Station
WRITER Anna Navarro

Racism Can Only Survive Through Silence:
The Strength, Courage and Resilience of Black
Teachers
ATA Magazine
WRITER Gail-Ann Wilson

FEATURE DESIGN
GOLD
A Nobel Search New Trail
ART DIRECTOR Marcey Andrews
ILLUSTRATOR Dan Page

SILVER
Changing Convention Legacy in Action
ART DIRECTOR Diana Van Oorschot
PHOTOGRAPHER Daniel Wood

FINALISTS
A Moving Story EDify
ART DIRECTOR Kim Larson

Answering the Crisis Call Legacy in Action
ART DIRECTOR Diana Van Oorschot
ILLUSTRATOR Kyle Hack

How to Do Everything Wider Horizons
DESIGNER Dana Woodward
ILLUSTRATOR Isa Rodrigues

Oliva Cheng Takes a Stand EDify
ART DIRECTOR Kim Larson

Strength, Resilience, Courage: Black Teachers Share Their Stories ATA Magazine
ART DIRECTORS Yuet Chan, Kim vanderHelm, Erin Solano

FEATURE WRITING LONG
GOLD
A Nobel Search New Trail
WRITER Bruce Grierson
EDITORS Karen Sherlock, Lisa Cook

SILVER
Fighting the Unenlightenment: Longform Nonfiction in the Age of the Shortform Lie WestWord
WRITER Curtis Gillespie

FINALISTS
Ask Questions First, Shoot Never Alberta Views
WRITER Doug Horner

Chinatown Past, Present, Future Avenue
WRITER Steph Wong Ken

Going, Going, Gone West Galleries West
WRITER Curtis Gillespie

FEATURE WRITING SHORT
GOLD
The Orange Tent Alberta Views
WRITER Dr. Bonnie Larson

SILVER
Way Out West EDify
WRITER Darrin Hagen

FINALISTS
Are Calgary Police Favouring Some Protests Over Others? The Sprawl
WRITER Jeremy Appel

Empty Calories Alberta Views
WRITER Evan Osenton

Eyes on the Street — But at What Cost? The Sprawl
WRITER Ximena González

I Hear the Image World Calling to Me:
The Making of a Graphic Memoir WestWord
WRITER Teresa Wong

Notes On a Vivisection: Becoming a Deaf Writer WestWord
WRITER Adam Pottle
Raising our Spirits: Cocktails in the Time of Covid  
*The Tomato Food & Drink*  
WRITER Pamela Young

We Are All Villains in Someone Else’s Story  
*WestWord*  
WRITER P.J. Vernon

Wendy, Master of Art  
*Galleries West*  
WRITER Sarah Swan

**FICTION**  
**GOLD**  
*Pas de Deux*  
*FreeFall*  
WRITER Bruce Meyer

**SILVER**  
*The Men Under the Sea*  
*Funicular*  
WRITER Gena Ellett

**FINALISTS**  
*Back to Nature*  
*EDify*  
WRITER Tyler Enfield

*Bartleby, the Sessional*  
*Alberta Views*  
WRITER Tim Bowling

*In July*  
*We Are All Children*  
*filling Station*  
WRITER Sheung-King (Aaron Tang)

*Island*  
*Funicular*  
WRITER Senica Maltese

*Pie Jesu*  
*FreeFall*  
WRITER Zilla Jones

*The Bloodhound*  
*Alberta Views*  
WRITER Tom McMillan

*Vanishing Act*  
*FreeFall*  
WRITER Thomas Wharton

*What Should We Call You*  
*Funicular*  
WRITER Jocelyn Tennant

**ILLUSTRATION**  
**GOLD**  
*What Lies Beneath*  
*EDify*  
ILLUSTRATOR Robert Carter

**SILVER**  
*The Good, the Bad and the Hungry*  
*EDify*  
ILLUSTRATOR Kidpixel  
SCRIPT Michael Hingston

**FINALISTS**  
*Bartleby, the Sessional*  
*Alberta Views*  
ILLUSTRATOR Byron Eggenschwiler

*Beyond the Food Bank*  
*Avenue*  
ILLUSTRATOR Pete Ryan

Exploring Survivorship  
*Leap*  
ILLUSTRATOR Spencer Flock  
ART DIRECTOR Kim Larson

*How to Do Everything*  
*Wider Horizons*  
ILLUSTRATOR Isa Rodrigues

*Reaching Remote Survivors*  
*Leap*  
ILLUSTRATOR Scott Carmichael  
ART DIRECTOR Kim Larson

*Take a Fall Hike*  
*Leap*  
ILLUSTRATOR Mateusz Napieralski  
ART DIRECTOR Veronica Cowan

*The Bloodhound*  
*Alberta Views*  
ILLUSTRATOR Byron Eggenschwiler

Victoria Wanihadie: Teacher Preserves Indigenous Language for Future Generations  
*ATA Magazine*  
ILLUSTRATOR AJA Louden  
ART DIRECTOR Erin Solano

**PHOTOGRAPH:**  
**ESSAY OR SERIES**  
**GOLD**  
*Fall Into Fashion*  
*Avenue*  
PHOTOGRAPHER Jared Sych  
CREATIVE DIRECTOR Steve Collins  
STYLIST Kara Chomistek

**SILVER**  
*Back to the Club*  
*EDify*  
PHOTOGRAPHER Aaron Pedersen

**FINALISTS**  
*A Moving Story*  
*EDify*  
PHOTOGRAPHERS Cooper and O’Hara

*Cultivating Resilience*  
*Wider Horizons*  
PHOTOGRAPHER Rob Olson

*More Than Cheap Labour*  
*Alberta Views*  
MULTIPLE MIGRANT PHOTOGRAPHERS

*Rural Connection*  
*Alberta Views*  
PHOTOGRAPHER Dana Prediger

*The Art of Boxing*  
*arch*  
PHOTOGRAPHERS Roth and Ramberg  
ART DIRECTOR Brooke Bentham
PHOTOGRAPH: LANDSCAPE, STILL LIFE, ARCHITECTURE

GOLD
Ode to the Ski Traverse
*Mountain Life: Rocky Mountains*
PHOTOGRAPHER Steve Ogle

SILVER
Nurturing Nature *Legacy in Action*
PHOTOGRAPHERS Steve Glen, Diana Van Oorschot

FINALISTS
Back Page
*Mountain Life: Rocky Mountains*
PHOTOGRAPHER Agathe Bernard

YYC Library *Alberta Views*
PHOTOGRAPHER I.M. Ruzz

PHOTOGRAPH: PEOPLE and PORTRAITURE

GOLD
How Sam Prochazka Got His Sleep Back
*EDify*
PHOTOGRAPHERS Cooper and O’Hara

SILVER
The Energyphile *Avenue*
PHOTOGRAPHER Jared Sych
CREATIVE DIRECTOR Steve Collins

FINALISTS
Changing Convention *Legacy in Action*
PHOTOGRAPHER Daniel Wood

POETRY

GOLD
American Robin *FreeFall* WRITER Kayleigh Cline

SILVER
A Tapestry *FreeFall* WRITER Brian Day

FINALISTS
Drumheller *FreeFall* WRITER Bret Crowle

John Prine’s Regina *filling Station*
WRITER Sarain Frank Soonias

Sprague’s Pipit, Eastend, Saskatchew; Orange-Crowned Warbler, Found Beneath the Lilac; Moving Day *The Prairie Journal*
WRITER Angela Waldie

Verse *filling Station* WRITER Terese Mason Pierre

PROFILE

GOLD
Not a White-Bread Childhood: Chrystia Freeland’s Alberta Roots *Alberta Views*
WRITER Myrna Kostash

SILVER
The Nenshi Years *Alberta Views*
WRITER Chris Turner

FINALISTS
A Pattern in his Path *Wider Horizons*
WRITER Lisa Kozleski

Are You Really the Principal? *ATA Magazine*
WRITER Rosalind Smith

Changing Convention *Legacy in Action*
WRITER David Berry

Into the Wild *arch* WRITER Valerie Fortney
EDITOR Jacquie Moore

Meet Calgary’s New Mayor: Who is Jyoti Gondek? *The Sprawl* WRITERS Taylor Lambert, Jeremy Klaszus, Ximena González

Olivia Cheng Takes a Stand *EDify*
WRITER Breanna Mroczek

The Energyphile *Avenue* WRITER Shelley Arnusch

The NAIT Grad Who Brought the World Closer to a Cure for Diabetes *techlifetoday.ca*
WRITER Scott Messenger
EDITORS Nicole Graham, Joyce Yu
SERVICE JOURNALISM
GOLD
The Ultimate Summer Challenge Avenue
WRITERS Shelley Arnusch, Tyler Hellard, Travis Klemp, Nathan Kunz, Michaela Ream
ILLUSTRATOR Cristian Fowlie

SILVER
How to Do Everything Wider Horizons
WRITERS Dawn Sugimoto, Lisa Kozleski Jeremy Franchuk

FINALIST
Pain, Gain and Revelation: A Novice Tries Online Personal Training techlifetoday.ca
WRITER Scott Messenger EDITOR Bryan Alary

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
ALBERTA BEST NEW MAGAZINE
arch
SENIOR DIRECTOR, CONTENT AND PUBLICATIONS Lois Epp
SENIOR EDITOR Jacquie Moore
ART DIRECTOR Brooke Bentham
COPY EDITOR Alex Frazer-Harrison;
PRODUCTION MANAGERS Jenny De Guia, Julia Ermisch

FINALISTS
MOUNTAIN LIFE: ROCKY MOUNTAINS
PUBLISHER, EDITOR Kristy Davison
PUBLISHERS Jon Burak, Glen Harris,Todd Lawson
MANAGING EDITOR Erin Moroz
CREATIVE & PRODUCTION DIRECTOR Amélie Légaré

TRAILBLAZHER
EDITOR IN CHIEF, WRITER, CO-FOUNDER Jan Johnson
EDITOR, GRAPHIC DESIGNER, CO-FOUNDER Erin Johnson,
PROJECT MANAGER, COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR Kim Drake

ALBERTA MAGAZINE OF THE YEAR
IMPACT
PUBLISHER Elaine Kupser
ART DIRECTOR Spindrift Design
GUEST EDITORS Louise Hodgson-Jones, Marissa Tiel, Chris Welner
Copy Editor Tom Lundteigen
Guest Art Director Logan Johnson

FINALISTS
ALBERTA VIEWS
EDITOR Evan Osenton
ASSOCIATE EDITOR Tadzio Richards
ART DIRECTOR Beate Wichmann
CIRCULATION AND EDITORIAL ASSOCIATE Victoria Lessard
FOUNDER Jackie Flanagan

EDIFY
EDITOR IN CHIEF Steven Sandor
ART DIRECTOR Kim Larson
ASSISTANT EDITOR Cory Schachtel
PUBLISHER Trudy Callaghan

B.C. MAGAZINE OF THE YEAR
ASPARAGUS
PUBLISHER & EDITRIX-IN-CHIEF Jessie Johnston
ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER Anjali Bhardwaj
ART DIRECTOR Christine Fwu
DEPUTY EDITOR Alia Dharssi
ASSOCIATE DESIGNER Avvai Ketheeswaran

FINALISTS
FLY FUSION
EXECUTIVE PUBLISHER Jennifer Bird
EDITOR Derek Bird
ASSOCIATE EDITORS Jim McLennan, Bob Covey
FIELD EDITORS Jeff Wagner, Derek Olthuis, Brian Chan, Dana Harrison
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY Gilbert Rowley

FOLK LIFE
PUBLISHER Alina Cerminara
ART DIRECTOR Patrick Belanger
EDITORS Charles Hart, Claire Majors

SASKATCHEWAN MAGAZINE OF THE YEAR
BLACKFLASH
CHAIR, BUFFALO BERRY PRESS BOARD OF DIRECTORS Tak Pham
MANAGING EDITOR Maxine Proctor
ONLINE EDITOR Christina Battle
ACHIEVEMENT IN PUBLISHING

SHERRY SHAW-FROGGATT
airdrielife

FINALISTS
GRAIN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SASKATCHEWAN WRITER’S GUILD Tracy Hamon
PROSE EDITORS Kate O’Gorman, Brenda Schmidt
ART EDITOR Shirley Fehr
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Andrea MacLeod
PROGRAM ASSISTANT Tea Gerbeza

FARMERS’ VOICE
PUBLISHER Pat Rediger
CREATIVE DIRECTOR Diana Rapoport
SALES MANAGER Don Shalley
EDITOR Cally Nicholl

MANITOBA MAGAZINE OF THE YEAR
CONSERVATOR
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF Leigh Patterson
GRAPHIC DESIGNER Jeope Wolfe
CHIEF MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER Janine Massey
DIRECTOR, BRAND AND COMMUNICATIONS Ashley Lewis
MARKETING OPERATIONS ADMINISTRATOR Michelle Juba

FINALISTS
PRAIRIE MANUFACTURER
PUBLISHER Ronda Landygo
EDITOR Jeff Baker
CREATIVE DIRECTOR Dana Jensen
SPECIAL SECTORS LIAISON Melanie Rennie

SAY
PUBLISHERS Dominick Blais, Kent Brown
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF Danielle Vienneau
EDITORIAL TEAM Terra MacPhail, Cheliza Crawford, Sarah Ritchie, Theresa Peters

Find Yourself Inside
Read the exceptional work of all the showcase finalists here.

EDITOR OF THE YEAR
SCOTT MESSENGER
techlifetoday.ca

AMPA INDUSTRY AWARD
GARY GARLAND

DESIGNER Chris Morin
COPY EDITOR Emma Sharpe
PROOFREADER Carmelle Pretzlaw
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